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SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
OPEN TO ALL
STARTS IN FEBRUARY
Once again we are pleased to announce the schedule for
our Spring session of the Cleveland Photographic Society's
Photo School.
Nowhere else in th is area can you receive the quality and
variety of photographic instruction that CPS offers - and at
reasonable prices. For less than the cost of some half day
seminars, you can receive up to 25 or 30 hours of
photographic learning, including demonstrations and hands
on experience. Necessarily, class sizes will be limited. The
classes offered this session are as follows :

Black and White Darkroom Techniques
Starts on Wed ., February 29 , 1984 at 7:30 p.m . Five
Wednesday sessions will cover all fundamentals of Black
and White negative developing, basic printing, special
technique and print presentation. Different instructors are
used to teach their area of expertise . All five sessions cost
only $30.00

Photographic Fundamentals
Basic to intermediate
Starts on Thursday, March 1, 1984 at 7:30 p.m. In eleven
sessions you will learn about all aspects of photography
including equipment, exposure control, composition ,
portraiture and color slide photography technique. Field
trips and a student competition will bescheduled to help you
practice as you learn. This entire course is only $50.00

Color Darkroom Techniques
Starts on Monday, April9, 1983. This course of six sessions
is an extension of the Black and Wh ite course, although it
can be taken alone. This popular course includes
demonstrations of printing from color negatives and slides
as well as basic and advanced color balancing . All six
sessions are only $30.00. Save $10.00 by signing up for both
darkroom courses together for a total of $50.00

ENROLL NOW
For information or a registration blank, call Chris Rogers
252-2276; Paul Goode 531 -5211 , or Bert Klein 941 -9485, or
write to CPS , P.O . Box 22388, Cleveland , Ohio 44122.

POND

By Dick Morrell
OPEN HOUSE

Come one, come all . The entire photographic community ,
everyone interested in the Cleveland Art scene and anyone
just curious is invited to attend the Grand Open ing of
Cleveland Photographic Society's new clubrooms on
Sunday, February 5, 1984.
We are proud of our cosy newly decorated quarters. Help
us celebrate a new beginning at a new location - 1549
Superior Avenue - downtown Cleveland.
Stop by to meet our members, enjoy some refreshments,
or just wish us well - anytime 1:00 to 5:00 p.m., February 5.
Also remember that our regular Friday meetings are free and
open to the public. They start at 8:00 p.m. (see our calendar
of events) .
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APPRECIATION
In addition to all the volunteer workers
who helped make our new clubrooms
possible, we also wish to recognize
some special gifts from some very
special people.
ANNE LUCHETTI - In memory of her
late husband Dan, Anne donated the
splendid darkroom sinks which are
installed in the new clubrooms. She also
gave CPS a variety of photo equipment,
shelving and such. To remember this
fine gift and honor the giver, we have
dedicated the CPS darkroom as the Dan
Luchetti room.
JIM AVENI - A non-member, friend of
CPS member Jim Kunkel donated the
two steel fire doors which guard our
clubrooms and 20 boxes of floor tile
which help make our meeting room so
cherry. The Board of Trustees of CPS
has arranged for an appropriate thank
you gift.
ARNOLD WEINBERGER - Along with
a very thoughtful letter, this CPS
member contributed his check for
$25.00 to help defray some of the cost of
moving. Arnold was sorry that he could
not help in person.
We thank all those who gave of their
time, skills and donations. If you haven't
contributed in some way, but would like
to, it's never too late.

By Frank Otto

AFTER THE BALL
LORD SNOWDON

While I am not overly familiar with the portrait work of Britain's Lord Snowdon, I did
enjoy reading his personal philosophy of photography which was in the introduction
of his new book SITINGS 1979-1983. Here are a few of his ideas which I thought were
i nteresti ng:
Being photographed is a bit like being
in the electric chair: Nobody likes it. I
think the only way you can learn about
taking photographs is to be
photographed yourself so you can see
what an awful experience it is.
I like to direct my subjects and tell
them exactly what to do. It is not always
a matter of making people feel totally at
ease. Often the only way that one can
break through someone's prepared face
is to make them slightly uncomfortable,
physically or mentally. Sometimes
people can be awkward or ill at ease in a
way that expresses themselves better
than when they are relaxed. I may,
perhaps, ask them to hold a pose for
longer than is natural, or I make a remark
about the sitter or their work that
surprises them, and then watch for their
immediate reaction.
Some people are very concerned
about their appearance and arrive in
their Sunday best so that they can be
recorded for posterity as they think they
ought to appear. Their choice of clothes
is often too formal. A dark suit, white
shirt and tie is my least favourite, along
with stridently patterned dresses or
blouses. I prefer overcoats, open
necked shirts and plain colors. I want the
viewer to be unaware of clothes unless
they tell me something about the
person.
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Luck plays a big part in my kind of
photography. Chance can happen to
anyone; luck is different. There's the
luck of capturing a particular movement
that may not be repeated. You may have
the wrong lens, then something
happens, and you find you've got the
right one for a picture you would never
have got by calculation. Occasionally
luck may be simply being ready for an
uncontrolled movement in a controlled
situation.
I do not think that photography is one
of the fine arts. I think it is one of the
applied arts. In fact I do not like the word
'arts' at all. Neither do I like having
discussions about the 'inner meanings'
of photography and all the other mumbo
jumbo that is talked about it. If there is a
good thing about photography, it is that
it can be easily enjoyed. Some people
want to veil it in mystery, but they should
be regarded with deep suspicion it
seems to me.
The biggest insult, as far as I am
concerned, is if someone says, well
meaningly, one of my photographs is
like a painting. I suppose it's as insulting
as it would be to a painter is he was told
his painting was just like a photograph.

DEDICATION
1984 marks the 97th consecutive year that the Cleveland Photographic Society has been in existence. That alone is quite an
achievement, making us the second oldest camera club in the country.
All the dedication, hard work, and effort required to keep CPS alive all those years was very evident the past few months. After
over 30 years on West 6th St., we were forced to move the clubrooms. Wbatan experience it was!
A select committee was given the task of finding our new home. After many hours of driving, phone calls, and appointments with
several landlords, we decided on the building at 1549 Superior. The locale, the terms of the lease, and the shape of the building
were our deciding factors.
On October 1st with lease in hand, our work began. Walls had to be torn down, rubbish hauled out, materials bought, and new
walls constructed. The electrical and plumbing systems had to be completely re-done to suit our needs. A new tile floor was
installed along with two steel security doors. Our most difficult task turned out to be the addition of a second washroom. Gallons
and gallons of paint were spread. New display boards had to be built along with setting up a new darkroom. As you can see, it was a
lot of work to tackle in only two months with limited funds. But we did it! Except for the hiring of a plumber, we did it all ourselves.
Looking at the final results, I feel all the CPS members involved with the renovation project can be proud. Your cooperation with
Greg Toth and me, as coordinators, made the total project move along as smoothly as possible. The weeknights and weedends you
all gave up to help CPS out was a contribution to our Society that should be recognized. And forthis reason, Ilist the names of those
who worked on the new clubrooms. Your dedication is keeping CPS alive and heading for its centennial year.
Bert Klein
Ray Woltman
Harry Bartels
Sarah Evanko
Bob Tropea
Frank Otto
Tom Litzler
George Fowler
Darlene Toth
Larry Plagman
Jim Kunkle
Bob Burns
Kolman Rosenberg
Dave Brosky
Gaylord Morrison
Ed Smith
Steve Dubyk
Debra Brosky
Thanks also to three members' children that helped out: Bert Klein Jr., Max Fowler, and Steve Evanko.
We would also like to recognize those additional members who were involved with the packing at the old clubrooms, the move
itself, and the unpacking and setting up.
Ruth Morrison (who coordinated the work at the old clubrooms)
Paul Goode
Donna Peters
Norm Zickuhr
Eltha Bartels
Maria Zickuhr
In listing those who helped, I hope I did not forget anyone. One added note: Greg Toth and I appreciate all the recognition we've
received since the move, but again want to stress that this was a total team effort. Everyone's contribution, as trivial as it may have
seemed at the time it was performed, was vital to the final result. A new home that we can be proud of.
Joe Evanko

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

C.P.S. Member Workshops

Get Natural

The annual business meeting will be
held on Friday, March 30, 1984. At that
meeting, your club officers will be
elected for the next year (which runs
from May 1984 thru April 1985). If you
are interested in becoming an official of
CPS, please contact a member of the
nominating committee - Sam Aversano,
Ed Smith, or Greg Toth. Also, just a
friendly reminder, only members in
good standing can vote at the annual
meeting - this means that your dues
should be current.

To help you get ready for the Photo
Essay and Travelette competition which
will be held in May, there will be a two
session workshop for club members.
Bob Burns will be teaching
techniques for putting together winnng
slide travelette programs.
The first session will be on
Wednesday, Januray 25, 1984, and the
second session on February 1, 1984.
Sign-up sheets will be available at the
clubrooms, or you can call Bob at 729
7717 for details.

Attention all printers! Why aren't you
participating in the Nature print
competition?
As you can see by the standings on
page 4, there were 18 different makers
who scored with pictorial prints, but
only 5 makers in nature prints. What's
the problem?
The next Nature Print night is on
January 27, 1984. Let's have a good turn
out. Don't forget, landscapes and
scenics qualify as nature, as long as ther
is no evidence of it being altered by man.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Friday
Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Sunday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday
Friday
Wednesday

JANUARY PROGRAM
6 •
Pictorial Slides
Board Meeting
10
13 •
Nature Slides
NEOCCC Meeting
15
20 •
Pictorial Prints
27 •
Nature Prints
FEBRUARY PROGRAM
3 •
Pictorial Slides
5 •
OPEN HOUSE
10 •
Nature Slides
14
Board Meeting
17
Pictorial Prints
24 •
Nature Prints
29
B & W School Starts

Friday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Friday
Friday

2
9
13
16
18
23
30

MARCH
Pictorial Slides
Nature Prints
Board Meeting
Pictorial Prints
NEOCCC Meeting
To be announced
ANNUAL MEETING

Visitors Welcome
ALL EVENING MEETINGS AT 8:00 p.m.
Board Meetings are open to al/ members.
The Cleveland Photographic Society. a member of
the Photographic Society of America. and of the
Northeastern Ohio Camera Club Council. was
founded in 1887 and has been in continuous
operation since that time.
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RISING AND FALLING
By Kolman Rosenberg

From: Cleveland Photographic Society
P. O. Box 22388
Cleveland, OH 44122

place
stamp
here

FIRST CLASS MAIL

Competition Standings
Pictorial Prints
as of December 19, 1983

Pictorial Slides
as of December 2, 1983

Carol Kocab
Joe Evanko
Tom Dunn
Donna Peters
Bob Burns
Steve Dubyk
Sarah Evanko
Francis Sullivan
Kathy Tellier
Betty Green
Jean Tellier
Mary Lahiff
Jane Neiswander
Ernie Pekarik

20

Joe Brilla
Paul Goode
Howard Melcher
Frank Otto
Sam Aversano
Gerry Juskenas
Snaford Saul
Frank Vano
Helen McCay
Gretchen Tropea
Art Mernone
Ruth Morrison
Tom Shimko
Bob Neiswander
Ed Smith

17

12
12
10
10
7
7
6

4
3

2
2

27
14

AI Walker
LeRoy Dierker
Dick Morrell
Anson Laufer
Kolman Rosenberg

9
9

4
4
4
4
4

Debra Brosky
David Brosky

8

5

2
2
2

Paul Goode
Sam Aversano
Gerry Juskenas
Joe Brilla
Howard Melcher
Frank Otto
Norm Zickuhr

9
3

11
1

Modern Camera
9730 Dennison Ave.
961-4713

6666 Pearl Ad.
842-8812

Open Dally 9 to 6
Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9 to 8

Gorman's
PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALISTS

18
6
5
2

8

Bill Bulloch
Betty Green
Ray Woltman

14
10

Class B

KODAK· GAF· PENTAX· HONEYWELL

15
12
7
6

4
4
4

Carol Kocab
Steve Dubyk
Jean Tellier
Francis Sullivan
Donna Peters
William Ward
Kathy Tellier
Tom Dunn

234·2284
234·2285

Fo,.11 Pholog,.ph."

1025 Huron Rd. 696-3200
1409 E. 9th 51.
241-1847
1120 Carnegie Ave 771-1500
Parmatown
886-2828
7529 Mentor Ave.

Fairview
Strongsville
Severance
Shaker Square

331-8166
238-0828
382-3535
561-1500

951-0088

EXCLUSIVE 7 YEAR WARRANTY •
TRADES • USED EQUIPMENT •
FAST PHOTOFINISHING

RENTALS
REPAIRS

KOBY'S PHOTO SUPPLIES
KODAK - UNICOlOA - AGFA - VIVITAA - CANON - KONICA

Movie and Slide Projectors; Screens; Wedding Albums;
Lighling Equipmenl; Complete Darkroom Supplies; and
Photo Finishing.
3240 Superior Ave.
(216) 431·4970

CLEVELAND. OHIO 44114
Convenient Parking
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12
7

6
5
4
4

3
2

Note: These standings are not "official".
If you have any questions about your
pOints, contact the appropriate
competition chairperson.

Berea Commons

Smce 1891

3

2
2

OL YMPUS . OMEGA· ILFORD . C"BACHROME
44 Front Street
Berea, Ohio

D( )[)D

14
14

Class A

Color

We carry a compfete line of cameras and
supplies for the amafeur and professional at
low prices.

25

Nature Slides
as of October 14, 1983

3

Norm Zickuhr
Maria Zickuhr

6

2

Otmar Zeidner
Bill Sinclair
John Schietzelt
Tom Litzler
Rick Gaeckle
Class B

Debra Brosky
Frank Otto
Steve Dubyk
Dave Brosky
Arnold Weinberger

3
3

Class B

Maria Zickuhr
Frank Otto
Norm Zickuhr

22
21
11

Class B

Nature Prints
as of October 28, 1983
Class A

Color
Class A

Black and White
Class A

Class B

Class A

LAKEWOOD CAMERA
Since 1937
COMPLETE COLOR AND
BLACK AND WHITE DARKROOM SUPPLIES
Detroit at Warren Roads

Phone: 226·7469

Downtown Lakewood

From: Cleveland Photographic Society

P. O. Box 22388
place
stamp
here

Cleveland, OH 44122

FIRST CLASS MAIL

FEBRUA~Y

1984

Because of the smaller clubroom size .and the current limited
ventilation, we have restricted smoking in the room. However,
smoking is permitted in the hall by the restrooms. 'tie hope that
this arrangement is acceptable to our friends who smoke.

AI ~~

(JJALITY:

The next inter-olub competition is an Individual Pictorial o
Any CPS member call enter prints and/or slides --- up to 3 each.
Deadline for entry is 2-27-84. If you are interested, see Ruth
Norrison or Greg Toth. Judging will be hosted by Lakewood Photo
Society on 3-5-84.

NBOCCC

mt--iPBT ITIOf'i :

SIGN OUT:

If, for any reason, you are removing club property, or someone
else's belongings from the Clubrooms, make sure you leave a note.
Tilis includes anything being repaired, books, prints or whatever.

SC~EEN

During our move, the projection screen was damaged, so a new
screen was purchased. Also, since our new space is some6hat
smaller, we cannot use the Leitz projector for competition and so
we are using the Kodak Carrousel. As a result, the quality of
sl.ide projection is not up to our standards. This is only a
temporary situation as we are presently checking various rtltern
atives to improve our projection system .

TEST:

0\1- El': DA R

Please note that the March 9, 19t14, competition will be !':atucc
Slides, not print s as shown in the Jan-Feb Darkroom Door caler;dar.

CO~TS~I~ ~

CALENDAq OF EVENTS
March Program

February Program
Fr.iday
SUnday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
\'1ednesday

*

3
5

10
14
15
17
24
29

*
*
*
*
*

Visitors Welcome

Pictorial Slides
OPEN HaJSE
Nature Slides
Board Meeti,ng
t-'lorkshopq
Pictorial Prints
Nature Prints
B & W School Starts

Friday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Friday
Friday

2
9

13
16
18
23
30

*
*

*

Pictorial Slldes
Nature Slides
Board Heeting
Pictorial Prints
NEOCCC Meeting
To be announced
ANNUAL MEETING

TRAVELETTE
PHarO-ESSAY
roMPETITI<l'J :

Share with us your travels, your thoughts through your slide or
print show on the evening of May 25th, the date of our annual
Travelette/Photo-Essay competition.
Start your planning now.
Time flieso Governing rules are (1.) 30 slides or prints, maximum;
(2.) 5 minutes maximum time and (3.) notify Ruth Morrison or Bob
Burns by May 11th that you will have an entry. Any questions,
see Bob Burns.

WO~KSHOP

Learn how to make title slides for your competition shows or
personal use. This is part of a continuing series given by
Bob Burns and has been excellemt. Starts 7:30 sharp, Wednesday
evening, February 15.

FEB. 15:

FOR THE
REOORD:

The January 20, 1984, Pictorial Print competition was cancelled by
Compe-ti tiOll-_Chairman,. LeHo.y Di~rker, as all ttis judges cancelled
because of the weather. In spite of the sub-zero temperatures,
6 or 7 club members showed up to welcome an equal number of visitors,
and entertain them in lieu of a regular competition. \fuile attempts
are made to notify members of a cancelled meeting, this is not
always successful. So, should you have any questions concerning
a scheduled meeting, please call the meeting chairman or a club
officer.

A FEW

The NEOCCC is compiling lists of club members who have talents to
share.
1. If you are available to judge camera club
competitions, please add your name to our list
of judges.

GOOD

MF..MBERS:

2.

If you conduct a photo oriented program, such
as instruction on teChnique, travelettes, slides
with music or demonstrations and would like to
make your show available to otherc.ubs, all we
need is your name, program description, charge
(if any) and availability.

Call Ruth Morrison or ~eg Toth for more information or to be
included in the NEOCCC directory.

sr~on:GS

Plcro'tIAL S1.Ioes
as of 01-06-84
Cl"ss A
Joe Brilla
Paul Goode
::iaIIl Ave r sano
Howard MelCher
Frank Otto
Gerry Juskenas
Helen McCay
Sanford s...ul
GretChen Tropea
Frank Vano
Art ~rnone
Ruth Morrison
Tom ShimkD
i30b Tropea
Bob Neisurander
'E:d smith

23
19
16
12
12
10
10
7
7
7
3
2
2
2
1
1

Class B
Carol Kocab
Joe Evanko
Tom Dunn
Donna Peters
Steve Dubyk
Mary Lahiff
Bob Burns
Sarah Evanko
Francis SUllivaD
Kathy Tellier
Betty Green
Jean Tellier
Jane Nei_ander
Ernie Pekarik
William Ward
Ed \.,11115

NAnJRE 9..IOES
as of 01-13-84
Class A.
31
18
9
9
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2

Paul Goode
Sam Aversano
Joe Brilla
Gerry .hi skena a
Nora ZicJcuhr
Prank Otto
1I0ward Melcher
Willi_ Meyer
~th Morrison
Ruth Meyer
Bob Trop_

Class B
16
13
11
9
8

5
4
4
3
2

1

Carol Kocab
Steve Dubyk
Jean Tellier
Willi_ Ward
Francis Sullivan
Donna Peters
K.i.thy Tellier
To. Dunn
He! \.,1111s

15
11
6
6

5
4
3
2
2

